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“Close examination of recent housing quality standards … indicates a tendency

to adopt a piecemeal approach that relies on outdated data sources and

references … [a] process of cobbling together existing standards”.

p739 in; Milner, Jo and Madigan, Ruth [2004] Regulation and Innovation: Rethinking Inclusive Housing

Design. Housing Studies 19[5] pp 727-744.





“… we are learning a lot, which is the whole purpose of the Challenge. The best

work is being taken by developers who are taking an open approach, sharing

mistakes and successes.”

Lomas, Jane [September 2008] Carbon Challenge: Testing Level 6. Carbon Challenge Bulletin, English

Partnerships.







 

[An analysis of four different UK housing types and the associated Ecological Footprint of the residents,

combining the indirect impacts of consumption, including the impact of construction – ARUP / SEI 2006]
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“The mass market is turning into a mass of niches”
p5 Anderson, Chris [2006] The Long Tail: How endless choice is creating unlimited demand
[Random House, London].



Sarah is a professional journalist who has

worked in the city since her graduation, over

ten years ago.

She has developed an interest in the housing

offers for the single professional female

following a successful series of articles she

penned for Woman and Home. This

highlighted the subtle gender imbalances in

some locations where there is a higher

number of service and creative jobs – an

example being her own profession that is

57% female. She feels there should be

recognition of the growth of single women

entering the property market independently

of husbands and partners. She thinks this is

a trend that will raise the profile of

sustainable design as her work unearthed

research showing women are significantly

more aware of environmental issues and the

links with climate change. She even

anticipates her employer publishing a

carbon-free version of heat at some point in

the future in response to this.

Her cultural references are ‘loose women’

mixed with ‘Ali McBeal’.





Non-architects have berated the … “failure for design processes to become

consumer led and better informed by the emerging needs of the customer. It is

often difficult to persuade companies in this sector to invest in the creation and

application of social and consumer insights … [t]he hope is that this type of

sociologically-based thinking”.

Howard, Melanie [2007] The homes that the future built in the introductory essay to the 2007 Housing Design Awards
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“Lack of green spaces. Does voluntary work on community projects.”

“Wants more playgrounds for children, and more leisure opportunities for
young families. Also wants safer street for public, especially in the evenings.
Afraid to be in the city at night. Wants more polices on the street”

“Wants more parks for children. Active in the muslim community”

“Wants more walkable community. Wants to see more green spaces and
waste bins”

“Wants more green spaces for families”

“Wants to see less cars and more green spaces in the city”

“Involved as a scout leader and in the local church. Believes there is a strong
community locally based around the church. Would like to see more play
areas for young children”
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